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Freak the Mighty 
Chapter 5: “Spitting Image” pg. 21-27 

Chapter 6: “Close Encounter of the Turd Kind” pg. 28-33 
----------Key   (30 points)---------- 

 
 
1. Where does Max go to think?  ______he lies under his bed _____________ pg. 21 

2. Why does Gwen call Gram on the phone? _______________________________  

 ___________to apologize to and invite Max to dinner _______________ pg. 22-23 

3. How does Gram know Gwen?  __Gwen was friends with Max’s mom _____ pg. 23 

4. Gwen is _____delighted_____ that Max and Freak are friends. __________ pg. 23 

5. What is Gram’s real name?  ____________Susan ____________________ pg. 24 

6. What does Gwen think about Max’s dad?  Based on what she says, is he a good 

person?  __he is crazy and scary she can not abide him ____ no ________ pg. 25 

7. What does Freak talk about at dinner?  How does Max react? ________________  

 _____robots _________He laughs so hard he chokes. ________________ pg. 27 

8. What is great about this 4th of July? _____Max is going with Freak without 

 Gram, Grim, or Gwen  __________________________________________ pg. 29 

9. Gram thinks Freak will get _____stepped_____ on at the celebration. _____ pg. 29 

10. What do the bullies call Freak and Max?  _____Mutt & Jeff, Frankenstein 

  & Igor, Boneheads, Andre the Giant & Dwarf  _____________________ pg. 29-30 

11. What is Tony D’s nickname?  How old is he?  ____ Blade ___ 17 ________ pg. 29 

12. According to Freak, who is a “Cretin”?  _____one who suffers from mental 

 deficiency ___________________________________________________ pg. 31 

13. How is Freak getting around at the celebration?  ___on Max’s shoulders __ pg. 32 

14. Why is Freak upset by what he said to the bullies? _Max can’t “take” them  pg. 32 

15. What does Freak yell out about the fireworks (5)?  What are these names of? ___  

 __ magnesium, potassium chlorate, potassium nitrate, sulphur, aluminum, copper, 

oxygen, & strontium nitrate ________ they are elements & chemicals ____ pg. 32-3 

16. What does Max think about the fireworks-watchers?  ___they are morons _ pg. 33 
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